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FBI: Muslim Brotherhood deeply rooted inside U.S. 

WASHINGTON – Staff investigators with the House and Senate intelligence committees say they are probing the 
domestic security threat posed by the radical Muslim Brotherhood and, specifically, whether Brotherhood operatives have 

penetrated the U.S. government. The true nature, ambitions and global reach of the Cairo-based Muslim Brotherhood 
suddenly have become...  

Muslim Brotherhood's MidEast Meddling and Machinations 

The Global Muslim Brotherhood Daily Report 

The Muslim Brotherhood continues its behind-the-scenes rôle as fomenter and instigator of Islamist trouble in Turkey, 
Egypt, Gaza and Yemen. READ MORE 

A new way to help Israel Today 

It is no secret that Israel is in the midst of a fierce media 

war, but recent events only highlight how important this 

fight is. You can help keep Israel Today on the front line 

of the online media war 

learn more 
don't miss this by Melanie Phillips>The oldest obsession The tsunami of indoctrination 

in anti-Israel lies and bigotry by the British media and intelligentsia has reached 

such a pitch that, as blogger Edgar Davidson reports, it is now warping the minds 

of even pro-Israel Jews. He writes:  

My daughter, who goes to an orthodox Jewish school, tells me that, when the 

subject of Israel is discussed in their Jewish studies GCSE class, students routinely 
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state things like ‘the Jews have no right to Israel because they stole the land from 

the Palestinians’.  

In making statements like that, those regular 15-16 year old Jewish kids, are 

simply repeating what they are told relentlessly in every part of the media 
http://www.spectator.co.uk/melaniephillips/6719200/the-oldest-obsession.thtml  

Latvian Jews struggle to recover property lost in Holocaust 

Spanish, Israeli leaders meet in Madrid to deepen bilateral relations 

Middle East unrest may affect Russia: Medvedev  

BBC on the Muslim Brotherhood 

 

Over the last month, Muslim Brotherhood spokesmen and leaders have made a concerted effort to portray 
their organisation in the Western media as representing a non-threatening, moderate, democratic 
alternative to the sort of politics embodied by the now-deposed Mubarak regime.Read more>>  

Guardian live blog whitewashes al-
Qaradawi 

 

Tues. 22 Feb. 2011 @ 13.58  - 

Controversial scholar issues fatwa against Gaddafi, arguing he has behaved 
worse than 'the Jews' during Operation Cast Lead; Guardian live blog omits this 
and whitewashes history of prejudice. 

The leading Islamic scholar Sheikh Yousuf al-Qaradawi yesterday issued a fatwa or religious 
decree, permitting the Libyan army to kill their estranged ruler, Colonel Muammar Gaddafi. 
According to MEMRI, Qaradawi used his appearance on Al-Jazeera to argue that the leader's 
behaviour was so heinous as to warrant an unfavourable comparison with Jews and Israel:Read 

more>>  see also>> Israel Concerned over Backlash from 

Egypt - Edmund Sanders and Batsheva Sobelman 

Israel's so-called cold peace with Egypt is looking colder by the day. 

During a mass prayer service Friday in Cairo's Tahrir Square, anti-

Israel cleric Yusuf Qaradawi - who returned to Egypt after years 

in exile - called for the "conquest" of Jerusalem's Al Aqsa 

mosque.And>>>>> Egypt Gets Its Khomeini - Barry 

Rubin  

Egypt court approves first Islamic Party 
Feb 21, 2011 10:19 am | Robert 

There will be much, much more of this sort of thing to come. "Egypt court approves first Islamic Party," 

from Afrique en ligne, February 21: Cairo, Egypt - Egypt's administrative court on Saturday approved 

the country's first party with religious reference. The 'Wassat' or Middle Party, which has Islamic 

reference,...read more 

Iranian warships pass through Suez Canal 
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Tues. 22 Feb. 2011 @ 12.35 - 

Suez Canal officials confirm that two Iranian warships have passed 
through the waterway on their way to the Mediterranean, the first such 
passage since the Iranian revolution in 1979. 

Reports emerged last week that the Iranian authorities were seeking passage for two 
..Read more>>  

Guardian muddies apology for Livni quote distortion 

4 men slashed teacher's face 'for teaching other religions to Muslim girls' | Mail Online  

Four men launched a horrific attack on a teacher in which they slashed his face and left him with a fractured skull because 
they did not approve of him teaching religion to Muslim girls. 

Akmol Hussein, 26, Sheikh Rashid, 27, Azad Hussain, 25, and Simon Alam, 19, attacked Gary Smith with a Stanley knife, 
an iron rod and a block of cemen.. 

Geert Wilders in WSJ: European Free Speech Under Attack  

Today, Geert Wilders explains further in the Wall Street Journal. Making the case for free men, here, there and 
everywhere. Here's an excerpt, but go and read the whole thing. 

European Free Speech Under Attack Wall Street Journal By GEERT WILDERS  

"The lights are going out all over Europe," British Foreign Secretary Edward Grey famously remarked on the eve of World 
War I. I am reminded of those words whenever I read about Europeans being dragged into court for so-called hate-
speech crimes.>> 

>Defending the right to say that Islam is primarily a totalitarian ideology aiming for world domination. (By GEERT WILDERS)  

GLORIA Center: SYRIA'S TRIUMPH IN LEBANON: AU REVOIR, LES ENTENTES [Article]  
Jooolia has a great idea: how about we let the fox guard the chicken coop? — Winds Of Jihad By 
SheikYerMami  
Allen West takes on CAIR: "Don’t try and blow sunshine up my butt" - Atlas Shrugs  

  

Islamic Law: Convert Out of Islam to Be Executed for Crime of "Apostasy" Under Sharia  

You have to ask yourself, what are our troops doing in Afghanistan? Enforcing Islamic law (sharia)? 

I have been covering the imminent execution of a Christian convert out of Islam for months. Back in November, I posted 
on the beatings, the arrest and sexual attacks in jail on the Christian convert out of Islam, Said Moussa. Obama has been 
frighteningly silent on the apostasy case I posted on here. As you know, apostasy (conversion out of Islam) is punishable 

by death in Islamic law. In a similar case back in 2006, Abdul Rahman was spared the penalty of death and granted 
asylum in Italy after the Bush administration intervened. President Bush and others had insisted that Afghanistan protect 

personal beliefs. 

Israeli Member of Parliament--Guess Who?--Bashes Obama By Barry Rubin 

A Subversive and Dangerous President  

U.S. veto of U.N. Resolution on settlements – not so simple. 
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also read> Betraying Israel At the UN, Ambassador Rice stabs the Jewish State in the back. 

Our World: Obama’s devastatingly mixed signals Last Friday’s UN Security Council vote was a 

case in point. On the one hand, the US vetoed a Lebanese-sponsored resolution that criminalized Israel’s policy of 
permitting Jews to exercise their property rights in Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria. On the other, after vetoing the 

resolution, US Ambassador to the UN Susan Rice and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton condemned their own actions 
and explained why what they did was wrong. 

Did U.S. Veto Hinge on One Word? - Joe Lau ria and Charles Levinson 

President Obama telephoned PA President Mahmoud Abbas on Thursday, offering to either adopt or abstain on the 
resolution if the Palestinians agreed to replace the word "illegal" with "illegitimate" in reference to the settlements, 

according to a person briefed on the call. But Abbas refused. (Wall Street Journal)See also U.S. Policy on Israeli 
Settlements - Dore Gold 

 related>>'How President Obama got it wrong on Israel's history... and why it matters for future peace' (Beyond 
Images Briefing 242) 

Libya Air Force Bombs Protesters Heading for Army Base  

Another meltdown. Finally, the jihad-loving media is reporting on the massacres taking place in Libya. Even the worldwide 
propaganda arm of the coming caliphate, Al Jazeera, was very late in reporting on Libya. People in Libya were begging 

for help in getting the word out. 

There are unconfirmed, conflicting reports that Gaddafi has fled the country and is rumored to be en route to, among other 
places, Venzuela. Qaddafi and Chavez, perfect. 

Libya’s Bloody Monday A despot's brutal crackdown. 

Hamas-linked CAIR rep confronts Allen West, gets strong dose of reality 
Feb 22, 2011 03:01 am | Robert 

Someone who is apparently a representative of Hamas-linked CAIR tries to lie about the Qur'an and violence in Islam, 
and play the victim card, at a town hall meeting with Representative Allen West (R-FL). But West is different from others 

Hamas-linked CAIR has pulled this with: he is informed,...read more 

Hezbollah Working with Drug Cartels (FOX)  

Bahrain Protests Continue; No End in Sight 

Oceania Has Always Been At War with Eurasia 
Feb 21, 2011 11:58 pm | Roland Shirk 

It's always hard to choose a gold medalist. If we were compiling a list of the bravest men or women in the world, most of 
those who really deserved the title would be people unknown to us—South Sudanese soldiers, Pakistani Christian 

evangelists, daughters of Muslim families who risk honor killings...read more 

The Spectre Of Civil War In Libya   

Defiant Gaddafi refuses to quit FLASH: LIBYA'S GADDAFI SAYS TO FIGHT TO LAST BLOOD -- TV  
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Libya's Gaddafi: 'I Will Die A Martyr'   

Libya's defiant leader Colonel Muammar Gaddafi refuses to step down and orders his army to crush an anti-government 
uprising. 

Read full story  
  

  Oil prices rise amid Libya unrest  

  Qaradawi: Kill Gaddafi 

"The most influential Sunni Muslim cleric in the world" misunderstands Islam, calls on the warriors of Islam to murder 
Gaddafi. From "Libya in crisis - live updates," from the Guardian, February 21 (thanks to Axel): 9.22pm: A prominent 

Egyptian cleric, Yusuf al-Qaradawi, has called for a fatwa against Muammar...read more 

Scores of bodies reported on streets of Libyan capital 

Israel's Arrow 2 Missile Defense System Successfully Tested  

IDF: Iran May Initiate Hizbullah Attack If Pressured by Anti-Government Protests  

Security Forces Quell Opposition Protests in Tehran  

 

US warships box in Iranian flotilla, delay Suez passage  

The repeated delays and contradictory statements about the two Iranian warships' transit of the Suez Canal to the 
Mediterranean is accounted for by a standoff between the Iranian flotilla and five US warships deployed in recent days at 
the waterway's southern entrance and along its course, debkafile's sources disclose. Thursday night, Feb. 17, the aircraft 
carrier USS Enterprise, escorted by missile cruiser USS Leyte Gulf and the fast supply ship USNS Arctic, headed south 

through the canal. By Friday morning, they were through and taking up... 
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Iran's Supremo warns against U.S. attempt at "hijacking the glorious popular movements" 
in Islamic world 
Feb 21, 2011 05:49 pm | Robert 

They are popular movements, and they're Islamic movements, because if the people express their will, they will choose 
an Islamic state. "Imam Khamenei warns of hijacking uprisings," from the Ahlul Bayt News Agency, February 21: 

(AhlulBayt News Agency) - ―The elite's guidance is needed to assist the people of nations...read more 

'Netanyahu gov't shown genuine desire to renew talks' 
Lieberman at EU says "during this period Palestinians went in opposite direction, have done everything to undermine ties. 

California mosque distributes literature accusing Zionists of complicity with 
Nazis in Holocaust 

Feb 21, 2011 09:20 am | Robert 

Blaming the victim, and joined by one of the victims to do it. Islamic Antisemitism Update: "Steinberg criticizes flier at 
Muslim center," by Stephen Magagnini for the Sacramento Bee, February 21 (thanks to Weasel Zippers): Senate 

President Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg has condemned literature distributed at an event at a...read more 

Italy: Muslim steals vehicle, rams airport door, attacks police officer with knife 

Muslim Rape, Feminist Silence Where are the Women's Studies Departments denouncing the sexual 

assault of Lara Logan? 

   

President: Arab-style revolution not to play out in Russia 

RBC  

The public unrest in the Arab countries threatens densely-populated states with disintegration, but such a scenario will not 
happen in Russia, President Dmitry Medvedev said at a special meeting... "Russian President Dmitry Medvedev has 
warned of the danger that fanatics may seize power in the Arab world, which may directly affect the situation in 

Russia for decades long, local report said on Tuesday" 

Revolutions Rising 
Middle Eastern unrest escalates and spreads to China. 

  Russia signs arms deals with Arab states totaling $12 billion - English pravda.ru  
     

Russia signs arms deals with Arab states totaling $12 billion 

 
   Putin proposes launching Russian–Lebanese economic projects  

  Russian president vows to drown terrorists in their blood  
  Mikhail Gorbachev lambasts Vladimir Putin's 'sham' democracy  

  No more Western hugs for Russia's rulers - Washington Post 
  Alexander Lebedev tells Vladimir Putin Russian spies are trying to steal empire  

  Gazprom Builds Big Gas Reservoir  
  Russia ready to sign radioactive isotope contract with Iran  
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Al-Jazeera, the Anti-Semite Muslim Cleric, and the Times 

 

 

Cliff Kincaid 

Al-Jazeera has engaged in Islamist propaganda and gives a platform for the hate-filled rants of Muslim Brotherhood imam, Yusuf al-
Qaradawi. But the NYT ignores Qaradawi's anti-Semitism. 

Welcome to Beyond Images - Perspectives on the Arab-Israeli Conflict  

Preachers from all over Islamic world hail revolutions, slam democracy 
Feb 21, 2011 08:26 am | Robert 

These Muslim preachers and religious scholars believe that Islam is incompatible with democracy. They must all be 
Islamophobes. "Muslim preachers laude [sic] revolution, slam democracy," from Al-Arabiya, February 21: A group of 

Muslim preachers issued a statement supporting the revolutions of Tunisia and Egypt while slamming democracy and ―un-

Islamic‖ political...read more 

Claremont-McKenna prof praises Hamas, Hizballah, decries "Zionist killing machine" 
Feb 21, 2011 07:50 am | Robert 

And he is training tomorrow's diplomats. "Claremont McKenna’s Pro-Islamist Professor," by Charles C. Johnson in 
National Review, February 21: Claremont McKenna College is a nationally recognized leader in training Defense 

Department officials and State Department personnel (including numerous ambassadors). Professor Bassam Frangieh is 
head of Claremont McKenna’s Arabic Department and... 

read more 

 

Soros fingerprints on Morocco riots 
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One of the main groups organizing protests against the pro-Western king of Morocco is funded by philanthropist George 
Soros and the U.S. State Department. Soros' Open Society Institute also has funded opposition groups across the Middle 

East and North Africa, including organizations involved in the current chaos. The Human Rights Education Associates 
opened its offices in Morocco in 2004 with funds provided by both the State... 

  Earthquake Hits New Zealand City  

  'We may be witnessing New Zealand's darkest day': PM says 65 killed in quake  

New Zealand Prime Minister John Key says 65 people died in the earthquake that devastated Christchurch today. 
''The death toll I have at the moment is 65 and that may rise. So it's an absolute tragedy for this city, for New 

Zealand, for the people that we care so much about,'' Mr Key told TVNZ. ''It's a terrifying time for the people of 
Canterbury.'' He said: "We may be witnessing New Zealand's darkest day." As thousands of shocked people 

wandered the rubble-strewn streets of Christchurch after today's devastating and deadly earthquake, emergency 
workers were searching for survivors. The 6.3 magnitude quake - classed by experts as an aftershock to last 

September's 7.1 quake - struck at 12.51pm (10.51am AEDT). The tremor brought down buildings on two buses, 
fractured gas and water mains, started fires,.. 

 Christchurch quake: Eyewitness accounts 
 'Terminals rocking' as earthquake hits Christchurch Airport  

 Plane lands as quake strikes runway  
 Before-and-after interactive photos from the Christchurch quake  

 'Significant' Christchurch hotels collapsed: Carter  
 New Zealand earthquake a 'desperate situation' 

Christchurch earthquake: 'Dead bodies lying around' click photo>>> 

 

Christchurch Earthquake | Christchurch Hit By 6.3 Earthquake  

 

Solar storms could create $2tn 'global Katrina', warns chief scientist 
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The threat of solar storms that could wreak havoc on the world's electronic systems must be taken more 
seriously, the UK government's chief scientist has warned. A severe solar storm could damage satellites and 

power grids around the world, he said, leading to a "global Katrina" costing the world's economies...  

 Indiana Experts Wary Of Earthquake Swarm 
 Strong earthquake hits the South Pacific Ocean, northwest of the Kermadec Islands   

Philippines Volcano Forces Hundreds To Flee  

   

Global currency reform delayed | Features & Opinion | RIA Novosti   

 

Why Do I Call Them Eco Nazis? Because They ARE Eco Nazis! 

 

 

James Delingpole 

James Delingpole explains why he uses expressions like "Eco-Nazis" and "Eco-Fascists" when talking about the Green movement. 

 ―US Empire‖ doomed to fall - sociologist — RT 
  Some analysts say the US – bogged down in wars and pressed by emerging powers – will have to 

rethink its role in world affairs. Norwegian sociologist Johan Galtung, a peace and conflict expert, 
goes further by predicting the fall of the ―US Empire‖. 

 An empire of US military bases 

The United States boats hundreds of military bases around the world, 
perhaps even thousands. But, no one knows for sure because even the 
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Pentagon does not bother to keep track.   
Satellite project to predict earthquakes will 'help save lives' 

NZ Herald Sat 19 Feb 2011  
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